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“Anacreon” is the poet’s pseudonym and the real Anacreon was an antique Anatolian bard
who lived in the 6th century B.C. Anacreon, born in Teos (Sığacık/Seferihisar), is just one of
the names that were brought up in these lands but are beginning to be forgotten with time, just
like the many other ancient Anatolian bards. The poet aims to keep the memories of the
ancient bards alive by referring to the unprotected values when he chose the pen name of
Anacreon.
The poet has been writing poems for over 20 years. He has adopted a plain and brief
expression that is far from being concerned with I mage, and that is focused on the meaning,
and he tells the search of people of his time for meaning, the dilemmas of the city people who
are alone in the crowds, the ephemerality of the relationships of our days, the changing
moods, and the desires and love in a plain language and sometimes by using dialectical
elements.
The works of Elvan Güney, the photograph artist, have been used in this book and in all the
poems that have been published on social media.
https://www.facebook.com/anakreontr/
https://www.instagram.com/anakreon_inst/
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In the memory of all the bards of Anatolia who are sliding into oblivion.

5

MUST START FROM WITH FAVORITES
The number of what I am to discover
Increases the more I learn
Though my life decreases day by day
Clearly my time will not hold out
Must start from with favorites…

6

LOVE
Life is yours with what is in it
And love is your biggest fortune
You become human the more you love
And wealthy the more you share
And remember that love
Is the only thing that gets more when shared

7

BIRTHDAY
I was born today
I remember
Let this be my gift to you
Receive it either as an old friend
Or an ex-lover
However you like it
But I must share with you right now
These lines were written while we were still together
While you were sleeping
In my arms, in a hotel room
A little tipsy, in lots of love
Our relationship was just a calm port
It was before we drifted apart
Within our busy lives
Our littles and lots were all tangled up

You were asleep on my chest
And me, with one hand on yours
And with the other writing the following
“I am the tip of your fingers
That you nibble on
I am your child alarms that you set up at night
I am your dream hero from the movies
Your dream of a family that you wish to rebuild
I am your always drying hands

I am your eyes that you want to get to talk
I am your honesty that you question
I am your eyelashes that caress my face
I am the tough male body laying beside you
Your crazy poet yelling ‘Oggi o mai’ every now and then
Your 35cl raki that you drink
The man that you love
And also
I am some of your memories you wish to forget
The chorus in the verses of the lost love songs
That you cannot ever say
With your dried out tears

8

I am the fatherhood that I failed to be
Your unaccepted child
I am your disproportionate truth
Your lie that you always call for and believe to have found
But that I could not become”
But now it is time to share
Forgive me for not reading these to you then
If I were enough to read as much as I write
We could have still been together
Or we would have been a smacky separation
I know not
Finally I can only now send these lines to you
A little close, a lot far from you
Happy birthday, my rose
Let it be a happy one with whomever you are with now
As long as it is happy

9

BUTTERFLY WINGS
My heart
Is my butterfly wings
Watch where you touch me.
(Do not hurt me while you love me)

10

THE PAINTED BIRD *

Your wings are painted
Like mine
We are both painted birds
Pushing each other away
We believe ourselves to be paint-free
In the word of painted people

* “The Painted Bird” is a story in Jerzy Kosinski’s book with the same name. But this story entered
literature as the concept of “the Painted Bird” with the meaning that it refers to symbolically. In the
story; one of the novel characters catches live birds and releases them after painting them in
various colors. The bird flies straight to the other birds as soon as getting released, but it is
naturally not aware that it is painted. The bird is not welcomed by the other birds because it is
painted. And eventually, it gets killed by the other birds. And the character of the story watches
this with joy, and continues to paint the birds that he catches and release them. Here, a reference
is made to alienation.

11

CIRCLE
Everyone creates a world for themselves
Where they stand in the center
And where their dreams and resentments are enough

Everyone draws a circle around them
Where they are at the center
And whenever they want to bring someone in their circle
If the horizon has not been expanded sufficiently
Then it gets narrower inward

The circle stretches with each new inclusion and exclusion
And ensures its circumference with each stretch
And you never protect yourself
Or you think you do, within your own circle

12

THE BRANCHES OF LIFE
The branches of life
Thin and fragile
You cannot perch on the one you want
Whenever you want
You cannot go anywhere
By blaming yourself
For what you could not do
The universe has only one law
And that is time…
Whatever you do
You cannot stop it
If you cannot afford to become old
Then time is already up for you
And when you pick a branch for yourself
Among the branches of life
If you fail to get a hold
You should try again
And again
Remember that in existence, the criterion is to try
Resisting the darkness
That wants to swallow you
And the branches of life
Hope, misery, love…
With or without people
You are in the branches of life as you breathe
To choose the one that suits you
By learning new things in every misery
Rising a little bit higher up with every hope
Knowing yourself
Do not say you came up empty-handed
You have always had what you learned
And should you fail to find
Try creating
For the biggest power of the world is creation
And say you are in this game
SAY I’M IN!

13

SEIZING THE DAY
You experience all this misery on the inside
All these hastes
Nobody knows
But you think everybody does
You feel ashamed.
You think the meaning in your eyes are made out
That the world stops
That the people stop
You are wrong.
You think that you will seize the days somewhere in the future
That you can do what you want to do
As the days come and go by
From haste to misery
From hope to joy
But your life goes by breath by breath, day by day
And you are left with your regrets
After all your hastes
Can you seize the day for me?

14

GET UP; KID
These songs will never end
This wistfulness will never mend
Get up, Kid!
We have much more to tend.

15

MATURITY
I know better now
What it means to be mature
Maturity, it turns out
Is to predict what will happen beforehand
Is to withstand what is happening
And to be able to get an ache from every prediction
And a lesson from every ache

16

REGRET
Going
Just going
Without knowing where
Showing that you were hurt
Actually going kind of involuntarily
With your mind stuck with what is left behind
Despite knowing you will regret it
Marching away slowly
Wishing someone would stop
Going, hoping they will be calling back any second
But turning back
It is no longer possible to turn back
Nobody called you back, either
That light you awaited never turned on
Now turn back, if you can
And you are now even sadder for not having been called back
Now you’d better stay there
Turning back to another spring
So, going is not good
Going
It seems that going should not have been done
By sulking childishly

17

PARTINGS FOLLOW
Bad days have long dawns
Pains drag us toward the wrong
Then partings follow…
It is usually hard to understand the others
And the roads will not end by taking them
Engine sounds
Then partings follow
You cannot run from yourself
Even if you went far away
But the roads
Then partings follow.

18

MY SHADOW
My hopes are like the candle lights in the dark
All I can see is my shadow
I keep moving, saying it is right down the road
Not knowing what I find to find

19

RISKING THINKING
How has it benefited me, avoiding people
Regarding them
They tried to put up walls inside my brain
Risking thinking

20

THE EVENING PRIMROSE FLOWER
Some endings
Also mean nice beginnings
I have learned this from the evening primrose flower
Which blooms with the last lights of the day.

21

INNOCENT IGNORANCE
People
Notice how little they actually know the more they read and learn
And how little they have actually seen the more they travel
Thus
The one who reads little and travels little thinks they know everything
And so, don’t you fall for the arrogance of those who know little
And remember
Ignorance is dangerous only when it is bold
Otherwise ignorance that is innocent is like a spotless page

22

THE RIGHT SIDE OF THE WORLD
Looking straight
I saw the upside down
Looking upside down
I saw the straight
Oh world, I fail to understand
Which one is your right side

23

TOUCHES
Some have tiny little hands but giant hearts
They are the ones who build the world
With careful little touches and grand hopes
And some have giant hands but tiny little hearts
They are the ones that bring the world crashing down
With their rough and unsatisfied touches

24

ANXIOUS SOLITUDE
What is up with this gasping solitude,
What is this anxiety for?
What is up with being alone in the crowd
Who are these crowds for?

25

CROWDED SOLITUDE
Right in the middle of my solitude
A new thing that passes through me on the inside
I am like a city with roads that ran out
But no, this cannot be called solitude, either
This is a lack of people peculiar to this era.
We are the alone ones of the crowds
Each one special in their own way
Stuck in the crowds of these giant cities
We are the alone ones of the crowds
Who are afraid of the solitudes of the cities that leave us alone
But who still search the one in the crowds
And who think they will find it all about them
When they do find their one
Who hope a lot
Who are mistaken a lot
And who eventually become lonely.

26

FEAR OF SOLITUDE
I am like the crickets that have missed August
Always in a hurry of tardiness
That worries about the solitude of tomorrow
In every new lonely morning that they wake up.

27

INURED SOLITUDE
He always listens to nature from the corner
And to the night in his bed
His eyes never look
But always see
His lonely face in the mirror

28

DRY SOLITUDE
It rains at nights out there
The streets get all wet and cold
While you are dressed and all dry at home
Weaving your solitude like sequin inside
While preferring to be wet and cold out there with someone

29

OPEN YOUR WINDOW
Do not get stuck, effortless and pessimistic
In solitude
Do not melt away quietly on the inside
Open up your window, go out into the light
The world is not what you know
Do not drown in the darkness
Take a look at this world
See that there are things to love around here

The world does not only have a dark side
Open up your window
See these green trees
Colorful flowers
Happy birds
Cute cats
Look at the vastness of the sea
And see where vast hugs the horizon, see
Think, you could not seize the horizon even if you were there
Understand there is always a new horizon in your life wherever you go
Look at the sprouted sapling
And love its youth
Light your fires of hope
When the darkness descends
Burn with the dreams of tomorrows
See the true colors of life
It is not all about fighting
Open up your window
Look and see
Life is not what you know

30

NOT FAR
Nothing is far away
The distances in between are symbolic.
What matters is the desires,
It is to want
To fall in love or to succeed.
What matters is loving despite everything
What keeps us alive is hoping
Holding on or being held onto.
Being able to resist to the eternity that wants to swallow you,
Knowing you are always the one to stop you
Without thinking about the limits.
And living to the fullest
What matters is being able to place the period,
With the same joy that you get as you start a new sentence;
Knowing every sentence has a period at the end….

31

MEMORIES
Memories full of shame
Full of pride
Memories full of sins
Full of good deeds
Memories with love
Memories that are lonely
Memories that are sorrowful
Memories that are happy
Memories that are fiction
Memories that are efficient
Memories that are wasted
Memories that I want to remember always
But not to think about even
Memories that get older the more I think
That I experience in a different meaning every time
Memories where I seek consolation
Or that are rooted in my brain like lessons
They are special in all meanings
They will stay by my side until my very last moment, like a loyal pal
Memories
Memories…

32

JUST LIKE EVERYONE ELSE
Just like everyone else, he also pretends to be somewhat vigilant,
When in reality he is as naïve as the others.
Just like everyone else, he believes in some things,
But does not feel like believing some other things as much as the others.
Just like everyone else, he falls in love,
Thinking they will never draw apart.
But they do, just like the others when the time is up.
Just like everyone else, he gets angry sometimes,
But he also believes himself to be patient, just like the others.
Just like everyone else, he is kind to kids,
But he cannot stand weeping kids, just like the others.
Just like everyone else, he believes himself to be generous,
But he is also stingy as much as the others.
Surely there are many more examples to tell.
But some are a shame to reveal.
After all, he is just like everyone else.
But for some reason,
He always believes himself to be a little bit more special.
As much as everyone else.

33

INSIDE MYSELF
I am exhausted anew
Calm anew
I am irremediable anew
Inconsistent anew
I am pensive anew
Weary anew
It is difficult to change
Difficult is anywhere
Anytime
It is difficult to understand
Difficult to be understood
It is difficult to be loved
While easy to love
Searching is in vain
And finding is impossible
Everything is purposeful
I am the only one without purpose
I am like blind but I do see
What nobody wants to see
I am like deaf but I do hear
What nobody hears
I am always cold
When I want to warm everyone up
I am like everybody within crowds
Solitude is my companion anew
Chaos and silence…
Silence without no other angle
I’m inside myself…

34

THE LIVING DEAD
Am I tired,
Or merely crestfallen?
Have my feelings abandoned me;
Or have I abandoned my emotions?
I am like a walking dead
Is it the things that I do
That testify my living;
Or it is my dead emotions
That witness my death?

35

EXTRA-ORDINARY
Ordinary people have their own extraordinary dreams
Every life thinks itself a bit extraordinary
Which it really is
But actually always the same
Hopes and fears
Are like everyone else
No matter how much they make it extraordinary
Extra-ordinary
Extra
Ordinary
What you are left with at the end is ordinary if you take out the extra
Ordinary hands
Lonely hands
That cannot shake each other
That cannot fully wrap themselves around
Mighty of much
But impossible for plenty
They bury you with those hands at the hands
Before you can finish many
Like everyone else.

36

YEARS FLYING BY
Everyone thinks they are birds
You know how you think you could fly
Even though you know you cannot
You know how you do not give up
In order to get
Somewhere different in life
You know how you keep fluttering
Life passes by just like that
Just like the bird you wish to be
Your years fly by
Instead of you.

37

EXISTENCE & LACKING
I know about lacking
And also about existence
The existence amidst the lacking
As much as I know the lacking amidst the existence

38

HUMAN
I valued people
For being human
I valued those who inhuman
For I am human
But I have not always been paid back
For they are human

39

MONO-TONE

Will life go by
In one color?
If so,
Then that is tough.

40

BEING THE CLIFF
Cliffs all around us
Our loved ones by our side
I am scared not to fall of the cliff
But becoming the cliff.

41

MY FRIENDS
I have friends
Who are people like me
Some nights we get together
We get thinner as we talk
We cut our ropes as we get thinner
We become who we want to be during such times
We are rough and coarse when we are alone
And we get thinner when we are together.

42

AS IF WE WILL NEVER DIE
Everyone is a nuisance to someone
We failed to fit in this whole wide world
All we do is for others
What is left of us is a grave
Which looks like we dig it for others, too
As if we will never die

43

NECESSARILY
If I have yet to see
Then should I forget what I have seen necessarily?
If I can love again
Then should it be the end necessarily?
If living life simply means happiness
Then should I always think shallowly necessarily?
Should I know all that is necessary
And do everything justice necessarily?

44

HOW DO YOU EXPLAIN LIVING?
Do things increase the more they increase
And decrease the more they decrease?
How do you compare
What one feels
With what actually happens?
How do you explain a feeling without exaggeration?
How do you accept the truths without them hurting you?
How do you explain living
Without seeing the much as little
And the little as much
When the truths vary from one to another?

45

WATCHING THE MOON
I am sat in the night
Watching the Moon
The Moon watches me too, I know
We watch each other, like making love
But the world keeps turning
And somehow the moon turns as fast
Just like my drunken mind

46

ESCAPE TO THE BLUE
Cities are rooms on top of rooms
Where we try to breathe
The only escape around here is to the blue
To the sea or to the sky
But we cannot escape, no matter how much we want to
So now we get to live insanely

47

37 YEARS OLD
-It means
That you are halfway done
At 37 years old
-It means
You have less than one half now
You are getting late for the makeup test
-It means
You have an accumulated account
With what you gave and received
-It means
That you need to make better decisions
With your current awareness
-It means
-Means
-Mean
-Me

48

WHAT WE HOPE AND WHAT WE GET
Although at the end of the paths which we set out to seek
What we get is not what we hoped
Seeking is still nice
Living, as the hope whispers

49

WAITING
Someone always makes wait
Hoping for the one waiting for them patiently
The other always waits
Hoping for the one that is worth the wait.

50

LIFE STRUGGLE
Maybe the current moment
Will never be apparent
But time will still go by
Though you wish to resist time
Every moment will bring along a new breath
And you will get older with each breath
If you were to look back
Your experiences and your memories
Your wins and your losses
All that you went through will stay in the past like a story
And eventually one day you will say it is over
But it will still not be over
This struggle will carry on
With you or without you.

51

MANIFESTO
My less is more
More is less in my heart
It is less as you give
The more as you take
As long as this heart of mine
Struggles to be.

52

DILEMMA
You do not like anybody
Yourself especially
You want to change yourself
And spare yourself all at once
Protecting yourself
Against yourself
And if you shoot yourself
You will carry your own body everyday on your shoulders
If you must have a combat within you
The most honest one should win
For living is only happy honestly.

53

I AM MY OWN
I am neither yours
Nor anybody else’s
I belong to me
I am my own slave
And my own master.

54

MY DEAD-END WITHIN
If I miss those I have never experienced
It is because of the ones I have experienced…
If I try to explain what I fail to understand
It is because it is never discussed
And if I cannot hope what I wish to hope
It is because I am lost in my dead-ends within

55

CRYING, KNOWING IT
I cried about my all today
Knowing that what I call my all
Might not mean anything to someone else
I cried for my own wrongs and for others’ rights.

56

I CAN SMILE
My face may express difficult meanings
I may not know it
People can call me any names they wish
But I can still smile

57

THE STATES OF THE HAPPY AND THE SAD

The State of the Happy
The joy within was overflowing
Not even fitting his smile
He wanted to give some to others
So that he could hug all his glee

The State of the Sad
The sorrow expanded in his eyes
Could not keep it in any longer
He wanted to open up his heart
In order to divide his bother

58

ISTANBUL
I will go
I will go, but
I will come back to you every time
You can come down, come down and rebuilt like me
That is why you are my city
That I cannot abandon for the life of me

59

JOURNEY
Neither near
Nor far
How much have you gotten in life so far
Turns out there is no near
No matter how close I get
I have understood when I could not
Turns out there is no far
I have understood when I could not get enough even by my side
Distances, it turns out, are symbolic
And if there is a path to take
It is toward within ourselves

60

DEPARTURE
You want to come back when you are far away
But get away from here
However you do not know
That it is neither near
Nor far from you
You just go away
Leaving behind something from within
Tracing your own steps
Chasing after your life
Hoping to come back with each departure
And go back with each return
You just go
By living…

61

ANONYMOUS LIFE
Where does this road lead to;
Your home?
Or a foreign land?
Is this a roundtrip?
Or one way?
Where is your home, really?
Where do you belong?
To which city?
To which people?
Or is this an anonymous life?
The kind that everyone leads
No matter how special you think yourself to be
Where the only special thing is left on your path
Where you actually have always gone inward yourself
With your departures and returns
Always searching for something
Without knowing what
Where you move forward…

62

HEAVY NOVEL
The fact that we never showed anyone
Those flowers that we have kept for ourselves
Were actually so that they would never wither
Our sighs when we were alone
Our plain naked bodies
Are like abandoned cities
Without completing the nights
Just like our footsteps in the deserted streets.

63

THE CALL
The one I cling to the pen
When I cannot hold your hand
The one I write to but cannot get a hold of
Where are you?

64

IN THE FORESTS OF CONCRETE
On a winter night of a far away forest
Frost falls on the bodies of the trees
And I get frost on my hands here out of loneliness
I wish I were a tree in that forest
Went on and froze
But I wish there were thousands of lives
Around me, with their branches touching mine
With the knowledge of the pain and hope within me
I am the bushiest one of the forests
But the branches do not touch, what to do
I still await with my arms open
Maybe someone
Some people
Some day

65

THE CHILD WITHIN
What is close to me today
Other than this child playing before me
No fights nor quarrels
No troubles nor sorrows
No searching
Who is close to me now
Other than this child
Who is simply happy
Even I am distant from me
That child is closer to me than me
Friends with my child within

66

WILD FLOWERS
I have loved wild flowers
With sour smelling thorns
I had beautified them with my love
And they got carried away the more they were loved
Sticking their thorns in my heart.

67

BURN ME
Here I come with my misery
Gather all your joys for me
I am burning and thirsty for one drop of love
I am in ruins, coming to you
Light all of your fires in the black night
Let your bright fire sear my wounds
My seared wounds will close up with you
So burn me
It will be my salvation.

68

GETTING ALONG
For me
My mind matters
It should be so for you as well.

69

REMEMBERING
I have always remembered the old in the new
For I have mixed what is left of the ruins
Into a new one.

70

SILENT TO YOU
Your voice was inside my silence
And your silence was inside my voice
I did not know how meaningful silence was
Before I got silent to you.
My silences are all for your mind
Your mind where
I would like to flow always

71

IN MY OWN DESERT
I am too warm to love
But not cold enough to hide
I am awaiting my match
In a bizarre climate
In my own desert

72

CONSOLATION
I have come from far away
To share your pain
Though I do not have consolations for death
I have not wiped the salt of the sea from my lips for you

73

FRAME
I contracted with you more and more
But could not fit in the frame you drew for me
So, I went out of the world.

74

TIMING ERROR
When I extended my hand to her
It hung up in the air
But she wanted to take it
When I did not extend my hand to her
Now my hands sway by my sides
Unless my extensions
And her takes
Are not the same.

75

LOVEMAKINGS CAME TO NOTHING
We have grown ordinary partings in our lives
Which all look different than one another
But which all end for similar reasons
In the end, inappeasable passions
Consumed the emotions
And the relationships were exploited…
The lovemakings came to nothing

76

HAPPY APPEARANCE
It seems that my whole search is about love
I got this when I woke up to a new person today
And saw my happy appearance in the mirror

77

RIGHT TIME RIGHT PERSON
After all those life experiences for all those years
All we could save up were just a bunch of words
That we have kept to utter to the right person
At the right time

78

JUSTICE OF LIFE
You cannot say you do life justice
Without getting the taste of life
For you cannot say you lived humanely
Without reproducing to someone else

79

DO NOT HAVE THE HEART
I no longer have the heart to love as a whole
Because of the chagrins that I have arrived by tracing my mistakenness

80

INTERTWINED
Our faces are intertwined
And my dimples are in your heart
Which I smile
As you breathe.

81

TINNITUS
You have left me a never-ending ringing
In my ears, like a scream
You remind me of yourself
As if to say, I am here,
Every time I forget you
Your scream always in my ears
As I cannot silence no matter what I do
An eternal memory from you to me
Even though you are no longer with me

*Tinnitus: A disease where there is ringing in ears

82

INVITATION
Could you come if I told you to?
Could you stay if I asked you to?
If I were to tell you now
To take the other half of a life that has been lived
Could you share it with me?

83

ALL OF ME
Your cry and the cry of my child within covered one another
Now all of me is to make you laugh

84

HANDCUFFS OF FLOWERS
The sturdiest handcuffs
Are the ones made of flowers
You cannot separate your hands
Out of fear of losing your loved one

85

HEREBY
A night in damnations
Someone in the night
Solitude within him
Death within solitude
Emptiness within death
Where the sounds do not echo
Where there is no tomorrow nor yesterday
Which remains in the same moment
Here-by-BY- Has already gone bye bye
And nobody has seized hereby
That hereby has always come and gone
Nobody was able to catch the time

86

IT SAID

I saw a silhouette in the mirror
Who is it, I asked within me
‘You’ said a voice within me
‘Your beautiful vessel’
So who are you, I asked
To the voice within me
It laughed
‘Certainly not you,’ it said

87

FORBIDDEN CORNERS
I would be lying if I said it happened
I would be lying if I said it was discussed
I would be also lying if I said it was understood
But there is the truth within the lie
That is merely within us…
That remains hidden merely for us
Nobody in my life
Has ever been so present
And so absent for me at the same time
Nobody in my life
Has ever been so close to me
And so far away from me at the same time
Nobody in my life has ever been so right
And also the most wrong person for me at the same time
I have never wanted anybody in my life as much
And I have never avoided anybody in my life as much
I have never felt so brave in my life
And so cowardly at the same time
I have never wanted to show anything so much in my life
And also to hide it so much at the same time

Now I am at the much
And at the little of my love, whatever I say
I am where my feelings within are inexplicable
Where the far and the near are one
My hands are at your tides
They went to you
They came back to me
Within my dead end
I have always waited for you in my dreams in the forbidden corners
But you never even came there
When you sat right across from me
Smiling at me
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While I was waiting for you
You can only go away
With your beautiful feet
You go away
Leaving me behind with me
You go away
I feel like crying after you
Like telling you no to go
But you go away
As if to invite me along
You go away smiling
With me feeling I should follow you
You go away
Putting my heart in my pocket
Hopelessly…
As if you know nothing at all
You go away
Crushing me on the inside
You go away…
Go
Please go already
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NEW BEGINNINGS
I am turning the pages ever so slowly
Just like the days that go by
My pen finds an unwritten space on the pages
Just like meeting someone new
My pen moves until it fills in the last space
Then come new beginnings
Just like life itself
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STORIES OF LIVING
I
Life is the effort to whole the halves
Even though nobody will reach that whole

II
Do not look for the reason for it all within you
You are not alone in this world

III
No matter what
As long as it ends in life

IV
The world has taught me not to trust people
And the people have taught me selfishness
I am ashamed of what I will teach with what I was taught

V
People,
Have come to existence out of nothing
And gone to nothing in existence.

VI
They have smeared an abstract color called logic on our brush
And we try painting everything in it

VII
The road to the right target
Is not through hatred
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